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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY A "COLDREPOSITORY"?

William O. Halsey
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ABSTRACT loading (AML) (metric tons of uranium per acre
(MTU/Acre))along with the averageburnupandage.

The topi_ of thermal loading of a potential repository
at Yucca Mountain in Nevada has been the subject of While the units of thermal loading are fairly
intensediscussionwithin the projecttechnicalcommunity, straightforward the thermal effects, their time evolution
While terms such as "Hot Repository" and "Cold and relative importance is rather complex and quite
Repository" are frequently used, they have not been uncertain. Thermal effects may have a large impact on
clearly defined, In particular, the definition of a cold information needed from site characterization, site
repository has remained the opinion of each individual, suitability evaluation, repository and waste package
This has led to confusion and misunderstanding. In this design and repository performance prediction. To
paper, a number of observed definitions for a cold simplify programmaticdiscussion and decision making,
repository are discussed along with the technical thermal loading has been grouped into a few descriptive
implications, assumptionsandinconsistencies. Finally, a regimes of similar effects 2 as shown in Figure 1. In
common languageis suggested, general terms, the thermal loading range is divided into:

the center, which is around the loading proposed in the
ConceptualDesign3, higher loadings which would result

I. INTRODUCTION in a more compact repository which might benefit from
longer water exclusion, cooler loadings which would

The Yucca Mountain site is under investigation for reduce operational temperatures and reduce thermally
potential developmentofageologicalrepositoryforhigh- driven process kinetics, a too high range where
level radioactivewaste. The primarywaste form currently operational or post-closure temperatures reach
anticipated for emplacement is intact spent nuclear fuel unacceptable values and a too low range where not
(SNF), which is unique in the fact that it prodt,ces enough waste canbe emplaced in an acceptablerepository
substantialamounts of heat for a very long time. When size. It is not the intentof t',fispaper to question or defend
such heatproducing waste is sealed undergroundit heats the thermal groupings shown, rather to address a
the emplacement environment resulting in thermal communicationproblemwhich evolves from use of these

_. alteration of the near-field environment for very long groupings. Muchof the currentattention is focusedon the
times. The magnitude of these effects are in part "higher" and "lower" thermal loading regimes as
controlled by the time-temperature dependence of the
thermaloutputfrom the waste andhow closely packed the preferableoptions to the "middle"regime2. This is due in
waste is _mplaced. This combination of descriptors part to evidence suggesting the middle range has lower
determines whatis called the thermalloading. It is often performanceand all of the uncertaintiesof both the higher
referredto in terms of the area power density (APC) (ic. and lower range, and in part because most attentionhas
KW/acre) for the waste at emplacement time. To be been given to the middle range in the past. In common

usage within the programthe "higherloading"and "lower
complete, this description must also specify a power loading"regimes have come to be referred to as the "hot
output per unit of waste, usually defined by the average repository" and the "cold repository" respectively. Theburnup and age since discharge (for example 33,000
megawattdays per metric ton uranium (MWd/MTU))and author accepts such simplification as a useful step inunderstandingcomplex thermal loading issues. However,
10 years out of core as stated for the SCP-CD1). An it creates a problem of its own in the indeterminate
alternative measure for thermal loading is the area mass



defmition of the differing regimes, particularlythe one
often labeled "coldrepository".
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II. PROBLEMDESCRIFrlON was compatible with a cold repository, a cold repository
would preventboiling, a cold repositorywould fit into the

As we have seen, one of the im_t featureswhich identified repository expansion areaanda cold repository
defines the nature of a potential repository at Yucca would avoid the uncertaintiesof thermal effects2. Upon
Mountain is the 'thermal loading'. During the past two further inspection it becomes clear that the speakers are
years theissue of thermaleffects andthermalleading have not all referringto the same "cold repository"and thatit is
become prevalenttopicsof discussionwithin theprogram, not at all clear which of these statements are compatible
It is a key element in the repositoryAdvanced Conceptual withthe perspectiveof the other discussionparticipants.
Design, the Waste Package AdvancedConceptualDesign
and the Multi Purpose Container Program. Several There is considerable interest in the program in
workshops 2, numerous published papers, a CASY making early decisions to focus activities and accelerate
meetinff4, a full boardNWTRB meeting5, and a ongoing forwardprogress. In this wocess, there is concern that
System Study have all centered on the issue of thermal decisions will be made which overly constrain future
loading. It is addressed in the current Total System optionsfordesign and licensing. Oneof these decisions is
Performance Asse,ssment6 and the Large Block Heater the thermal loading selection for the repository. In the
Test as well as influencing ongoing Exploratory Study currentconsideration of the large MPC the concern has
Facility Test Planning. Clearly, thermal loading has arisen that the thermal loading not be pre.decided by the
become a significanttechnical issue throughoutthe Yucca MPC size selection. It has been stated that the MPC is

compatible with a range of thermal loading, including aMountainProject.
"coldrepository"2,5. The accuracy of this claim depends

Often in discussion of thermal loading, the terms"hot upon the definition of a cold repository. Decisions are
repository" and "cold repository" are used4,5,7. Often being considered regardingearly resolution of regulatory
choices, processes, opinions and preferences arestated in issues with the NRC, some of which are influenced by the
terms of "Hot" versus "Cold" or sometimes thermalloading. Theseissues areconsideredfor the range
"Hot/Medium/Cold" or even "Too of repository conditions ranging from "hot" to "cold"
Hot/Hot/Cool/Cold/TooCold". Thereis a problemburied without consistent definition. Prioritization of testing
in all of this discussion. In many (or most) cases, the activities is an ongoing process resultingin distributionof
terms "Hot" and "Cold" are not defined. Entire limited resources to the highest value information. The
discussions are often held regarding "Hot/Cold"without value of certain information depends upon the thermal
ever attempting to define the imprecise terms. Inmany loading and subsequent processes. The relative
cases, individual perspectives of what the terms imply importanceof processesvaries with thermalload,and thus
differ radically, a fact which may or may not ever become possibly with the definition of a "coldrepository".
_t in discussions of the thermal loading topic. The
author has observed the greatest range of meaning In an attempt to clarify some of these differing
smroundingthe term "coldrepository". When discussions perspectives, the author offers a collection of ten
are held, papers written and decisions made using the definitions fora "coldrepository".
vague term "cold repository"the result is often internal
contradictions, inconsistency and misunderstanding. An IIl. DEFINITIONS
example of this was observed in an informal thermal

In approximate ascending order of actual thermalloading discussion where within a few minutes it was
stated by four different people that: a large waste package loading, the following definitions have been either stated
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explicitly or observedimplicidy in discussions referringto
a "cold repository". An identifying name is assigned by H) Name: "SCP-CD"
this author to each clef'tuition..Thefundamental rationale Definition: The SCPConceptualDesign repository.
(as perceived by this author or extracted from the Rationale: Belief thatthe SCPConceptualDesign is
speaker)for each definitionis given as well as thewimary not signifgandy perturbedthermally.
topicalperspective for the defmition. Perspective: Perception,Cost, Schedule

A) Name: "Ambient" I) Name: "UnalteredZeolite"
Definition: A repository in which ambient models Definition: A repository where the zeolitic calico
are sufficient, ie. thermaleffects nay be ignored, hills unitremains below 115C.
Rationale: Avoid complexities of thermalmodeling Rationale: Avoid potentially adverse alterationof
and testing,easiersite characterizationand licensing the ability of zeolites to retardradionuclidetransport.
Perspective: Licensing, Perception, Site Perspective: Site Characterization,Naturalsystem
Characterization

J) Name: "Rock Stability"
B) Name: "Cold Corrosion" Definition: A repositorywherethe hostrock remains

Definition: A repositoryin which the waste package below the crystobalite transition.
surfacesremain below 40C. Rationale: Avoid rock stressdue to phasetransition.
Rationale: Waste package corrosion rates are Perspective: Rock mechanics, Operations
moderateand well known.
Perspective: Waste packageperformance IV. DISCUSSION

C) Name: "Sub-boilingContainer" A discussion of the rationale for these definitionswill
Definition: A repository in which the waste package help illustrate the differences in perspective involved. In
surfacesremain below boiling, addition, estimates as to the relative range of AML or
Rationale: Avoid the complexities of boiling APD, waste package size. and EngineeredBarrierSystem
processeseverywhereoutside the waste package. (EBS) and near field rock temperatures will show the
Perspective: Licensing, Perception mutual incompatibility of these definitions. Bounding

case analyses will suggest that several of the definitions
D) Name: "Sub-boilingHostRock" may notbe appropriatedescriptorsfora "cold repository".

Definition: A repository in which the host rock
temperatureremainsbelow boiling. The "Ambient"perspective for a cold repository is
Rationale: Avoid the complexities of boiling process truly "cold"in thatit presumes a sufficiently low thermal
in the naturalsystem, perturbation to obviate the need for extensive thermal
Perspective: Site Characterization, Licensing, analysis. In such a repository, ambient dataand models
Naturalsystem wouldbe sufficientfor design andperformanceprediction.

This would greatly simplify the site characterization
E) Name: "Sub-boilingRepository Horizon" process, design, licensing and operation. The question

Definition: A repository in whicl', the repository naturally arises, how low a thermal loading is needed to
horizonaveragetemperatureremains below boiling, realize such a repository. The authoroffers the following
Rationale: Avoid complexities of long rangeboeing bounding analysis to suggest the approximate thermal

• processes in the naturalsystem, loading implied by "ambient". It is known that heat is
Perspectiye: Site Characterization,Naturalsystem currentlyflowing upwardin Yucca Mountaindrivenby a

natural,_thermal gradient. This is estimatedat about 50
F) Name: "CoolOperation" mW/m'_undera gradient of about 0.025OC/massuming a

Definition: A repository in which the drift hostrock thermal conductivity of about2 w/m-°C. 8,9 It
temperatures remain below 50C during the is suggested that water is currently circulating in the
operationalperiod, mountainwith a small downwardpercolationof liquidand
Rationale: Human access to emplacement drifts in a upward buoyant flow of gas driven by the thermal
normaloperationwithout'heroic efforts', gradient. The authorsuggests using the ambient heatflux
Perspective: Operations as a roughbenchmarkforsignificant thermalperturbation,

ie. if the waste deposits more heat per acre into the host
G) Name: "Sub-Hydrothermal" rock than flows through that acre naturally, then the

Definition: A repository with no significant system is significantly perturbed. While ",hismay not be
hydrothermallydriven waterrefluxing, the best measure for thermal perturbation, it is readily
Rationale: Avoid the complexities of understood by most people and is based on compafison to
hydmthermallydriven waterflux. the existing ambient system behavior. If the average
Perspective: Site Characterization,Hydrology



ambientflux is then 50mW/m2 or about 0.2 KW/acre,an host rock.10 Bounding analyses indicate however thatit
"ambient"repository would be limited to the same area is not possible to keep high capacity waste packages
power density at closure. With waste of the SCP-CD below boiling. Analysis of a singe MPC type conlainer
thermalcharacteristics(33,000 MWd/MTUand 10 years holding 21 PWR assemblies of average thermal output
averageage) this would requireabout 360,000 acres(over indicates that it will reach boiling temperatures after
500 squaremiles) to emplace the 63,000 MTU of SNF backfilling of the emplacement drift.11 The limit for a
plus defense high-level waste (DHLW). With an initial "sub-boiling container" repository lies somewhere
thermalhalf-life of aboutthirty years_aging the fuel to 40 between one assembly percontainerand moderatelylarge
years would reduce the areaby half, or aging to 70 years capacity (ie. the 12 PWR MPC), dependent upon the
would reduce the areato one fourth. For longer aging the details of the heat transfer designed into the EBS. The
area reduction would be less because the longer lived areapower density limitation for such a repository is also
actinidesbegin to dominate thermaloutput. In any event, uncertain. Extrapolating from repository scale thermal
these repository areas are much larger than any area calculations, theauthorestimatesan upperboundof 10-20
currentlyconsidered at Yucca Mountain. Such a large kW/acre. To allow the containersurfaceto exceed boiling
repository areawould suggest thata "ambient"repository but keep the host rock below boiling defines the "sub-
is impracticalfor emplacementof largequantitiesof intact boiling rock"repository. This limit wouldallow forlarger
SNF. waste packages, perhapseven the large MPC, if care is

taken to allow heat flow to a largerock surfacearea. The
The next description comes from the material more commonly referred to of the "sub-boiling"concepts

corrosion perspective and is labeled "cold corrosion", is to keep the repository horizonaveragerock temperature
When asked at what temperature aqueous corrosion of below boiling. This allows local boiling in the rock but
common engineeringmaterials becomes more severe, the assumes that it is not significant to performance.
response was "about 40oC ".2 It should be readily Repository scale hydro-thermal calculation indicate that
apparentthat this is notreally a repository thermalloading this could be achieved at thermal loadings up to the range
issue so much as it is a waste package thermal loading of 50 KW/acre for older fuel.9 The same analyses
issue. The surface temperatureof the container, to first indicate however that local boiling could occur for
order, depends upon the thermal output of the individual hundreds to thousandsof years, dependingon the thermal
waste package. To keep surfacetemperaturesbelow 40°C outputper package 0arger capacity waste packages result
it would be necessaryto severely limit the thermalload of in a greater thermal heterogeneity and thus local boiling
each individual container. An ambient repository for longer times with the repository average remaining
temperatureI of about 26°C allows only a 14oc below boiling).
temperature rise from the container surface to the host
rock. While no detailed thermal analysis has been The "cooloperation"definition is not a performance
conducted to determine the implications of this limit, Emit, rather an operationgoal to limit temperature in the
analyses of defense high level waste (DHLW) containers drifts during manned operations. The actual thermal
in the SCP-CD repository3 indicate surface temperatures loading allowed by this limit depends strongly on the

waste emplacement mode. Borehole emplacement
above 40oc with container thermal output of a few isolates much of the heat from the emplacement drift for
hundred watts. This is less than the output for a single decades after emplacement. It also depends upon the
SNF assembly. This would suggest that the "cold

operational time period, drift size and of course the
corrosion"criterion is inappropriatefor a waste package ventilation assumptions. The SCP-CD attempted to meet
containingintact spentfuel. A secondarylimitationon the this limit with borehole emplaced waste at 57 kW/acre. "
averagetemperaturereached in the repository horizondue Calculations for in-drift emplacement indicate a lower i
to the collective effects of the ensemble of containers limit on thermal loading. This definition allows the
might result in an even lower actual repository thermal J

possibility of quite high waste package and rock
loading Emit. However, it appearsthatthe per container temperatures in the post-operational period, so some
limits will be prohibitive, suggest that it is not a suitable measure for a "cold

The next three definitions are all variations on the repository". It does however have one of the clearest
statements of purpose and has large implications for the

theme of "sub-boiling"and will be discussed together.
The primary goal is to avoid the complexities of boiling repositorydesign andoperationalplanning.

processes, thus reducing perceived uncertainty and The perception of a "sub-hydmthermal repository"
perhaps the time and cost of testing and model offered froma hydrologic viewpoint is a repository which
development. The first one seeks to keep container has no significant heat driven water refluxing. This
surfacesbelow boiling and is limited in the thermal load criterionaddresses the fundamentalperformance issue of
per containeras well as the _tory averageloading. It water contact with waste packages. Most processes of
appearsto be possible to keep small wastepackagesbelow containerfailure, radionuclide mobilization and transportboiling, assuming design for effective heat transferto the
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are aqueous in nature and the unperturbed average rock to other mechanical and thermal effects. Both of
ambient water flux is expected to be small. Therefore,a these goals were met by the SCP-CD design, to the extent
key performancequestion is how muchwater contactcan thermalanalysis has been conducted. As noted earlierthe
be driven by thermal alteration of the natural system.6 peak rock temperature is primarily a function of the
The criterionalso addressesthe simplificationpossible in thermal load per waste package and the details of
hydraulic data and models if significant refluxing is emplacement,not the repository average thermal loading.
avoided. It is difficult to identifya single thermal loading To a large extent, the peak temperaturein the Calico Hills
which meets this criterion at this time because of the depends on the total thermaloutput of the repository and
mgertainty in the hydrological propertiesof the site. The is only partially dependent on how closely this thermal
extent of water refluxingdependsupon propertiessuch as outputis packed. While each address a specific issue in
the bulk permeability and on Wocesses such as fracture thermaleffects, the authorbelieves that they might better
matrixcoupling. It is possible for this definition to result serve as eitherdefinitions of the upperhound of either the
in a very low thermalloading limit (similar to "ambient", "middle" range or as true upper hounds on acceptable
or a significantly higher limit depending upon the thermaleffects and thus define "toohot".
importance of thermal processes to performance. An
importantpoint to note is thatthermaldata andmodels are SUMMARY
requiredto determinewhat this limit is. so thereis no real
benefit from simplificationof the scientific basis. In other It is seen in the preceding discussion that therearea
words, you have to know approximately as much to variety of opinions regarding what constitutes a "cold
confidently avoid these hydro-thermaleffects as you need repository". It is also clear that many of these opinions
to know to predicttheir impact, are mutually incompatible. What is inferred by one

perspective may be fundamentally inconsistent with the
The SCP-CD repository is included in this discussion perception of others. This can, and the author believes,

because a significant number of people have stated the has, led to significant misunderstanding within the
belief that it is actually a "cold repository". It is also program. Itis time to startdefining ourtexmsandtreatthe
stated thatthe SCP-CD design would perform adequately thermal loading issue in a consistent way before decisions
and meet the requirements for licensing and therefore aremadebased uponsimple misunderstanding.
should be built as designed. It should be pointed out that
most analysis of the SCP-CD design has been isothermal, V. RECOMMENDATION
thatis with no explicit modeling of thermaleffects. Waste
packages in the SCP-CD design can be above boiling for The authorwould like to suggest the following set of
over 1,000 years in some cases androck temperaturesare three definitions for a cold repository which might bring
allowed to reach200oc 3. The actual thermal loading of bettercommunication to this importantdiscussion:
the SCP-CD design is also questionable. The design was
based on 10 year out of core average fuel and a physical 1.) Name: "Ambient"

Definition: A repository in which ambientmodelslayout resulting in 57 KW/acre. The 10 yearage is no
longer a realistic assumption. Current estimates for aresufficient, ie. thermal effects may be ignored.

Rationale: Avoid complexities of thermal modelingaverage fuel age rang from 25 to 30 years. The same
andtesting,easiersite characterizationand licensingphysical layout with 30 year old fuel results in an

emplaced loadingof 36KW/acre. The authorbelieves that Perspective: Licensing, Perception, Site
the perception that the SCP-CD is a "cold" design is Characterization

• f4awed and that this familiar design serves best as the Reasoa for recommendation: Even thoughthis goal
anchor for the "middle"of the thermalloading discussion, appearsto be unachievable for a realistic repository

we need this limiting case in our programmatic

t The last two def'mitions are extensions of specific vocabulary to remindus that a cold repository is not
thermal goals from the SCP-CD design requirements1. an ambient repository.

The desire to avoid thermalalteration of the Calico Hills 2.) Name: "Operational"
unit zeolites reflects the argumentthat retardation in the Definition: A repository in which the drift
natural system is the primary barrier to release of temperatures remain below 50C during the
radionuclides to the accessible environment. While operationalperiocL
thermal effects on the zeolites are not clearly known at Rationale: Humanaccessto emplacement drifts in
this time, the 115oc goal is a preliminaryestimate of an normaloperationwithout 'heroicefforts'.
alterati(m limit. Similarly. the "rock stability"criterion Perspective: Operations
seeks to minimize rock failure in the nearfield by staying Reason for recommendation: This definition has a
below the crystobalite transition. The transition clear goal of importance to design, licensing and
temperature allowing for very slow kinetics is not operation. Significant cost, safety and schedule
precisely knownat this time, noris the stability of the host decisions revolve aroundthis definition.



3.) Name: "Sub-boiling" 5. U. S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board
Definition: A repository in which the host rock (NW'II_), "ThermalLoading:The Integrationof Science
always remains below boiling, andEngineering",Denver, CO., July 1993.
Ratlonale: Avoid boiling w_mres in thenatural
system. 6. Michael L. Wilson, et. al., "Total-System
Perspective: _, Naturalsystem modeling Performance Assessment for Yucca Mountain - SNL
Reason for recommendation: This definition Second Iteration(TSPA-1993)," SAND93-2675, Sandia
provides the best summaryof the performance,data National_es, Albuquerque,NM. (1994).
needs, and uncertaintygoals. If the host rock stays
below boiling at all times and for all locations, the 7. U.S. Departmentof Energy, Multi-Pm1_oseCanister
thermalregime is ratl_r clr._trlydelineated. (MPC) Wodcshop,WashingtonD. C., November, 1993.

Specific quantitative thermal loading boundariesare 8. D. A. Chesnut, Personal communication, LLNL,
not offered for these definitions for the reasonthatit is not 1994.
possible to determine them at the current stage of the
program. Additional site data,process understandingand 9. T. A Buscheck and J. J. Nitao, "The Impact of
design specifics are requiredbefore a qmmtitative"cold" Repository Heat on Thermo-HydrologicalPerformanceat
thermalloading can be detennjned. However,a common Yucca Mountain," UCRL-JC-II4791, Lawrence
set of defmitlons "coldrepository"goals does not require LivermoreNational Laboratory,Livermore,CA. (1993).
quantitative boundaries to serve the needs of program
communication. 10. D.J. Ruffner,et. al., "DriftEmplacedWaste Package

Thermal Response," American Nuclear Society,
CONCLUSION Proceedings of the Fourth Annual International High-

Level Radioacti_,e Waste Management Conference, Las
The authorrecognizes that this discussion is neither Vegas. NV. 1993.

conclusivc or all inclusive, but offers these observationsas
a starting point for program discussion in the hope of 11. G. L. Johnson, Personal communication, LLNL,
improved understanding. 1993.
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